
the wild within

10-12 MAY I LJUBLJANA - SLOVENIA

a School of Movement Medicine workshop with Mark Boylan



Living in the modern world can mean a profound and painful sense of disconnection from our natural selves and 
from nature. When we allow ourselves, humans are intensely wild beings. We come from the wild songs of the 
earth but  are tamed by technology, routines, and mental enclosures of do and don’t.  Many of us crave time in 

parks, in forests, with trees, lakes and rivers and in mountains because we need what is wild. 
Even the world ‘wild’ has been colonised – so it has come to mean something crazy, fiery, dangerous and fast. 
But the inner wilderness is a vast landscape with places of tender softness and calm havens, as well as soaring 

peaks and rushing waters.
In this weekend we will remember how to listen deeply to our inner body wisdom and embrace in movement our 

animal flesh, blood and bones. We will tune into, and express, our embodied hearts. Experiencing the ever 
changing dance of our emotions reminds us of our instinctive capacity to live passionately. Turning our 

awareness outwards supports deepening our interconnection with the world. Through movement and dance, 
waking up our awareness can bring a stronger sense of being at home in our bodies and in our lives.

MOVEMENT MEDICINE
 is a body based dynamic movement meditation 

and dance practice that reconnects us to the 
wisdom of living from the heart. It is a 

contemporary form  of shamanism 
to support change in the modern world. 

weekend workshop 10-12th May including Friday night event
venue: KLUB JEDRO, Cesta ob Sori 15, 1215 Medvode
€110 if paid in full by 20.4.2019. €130 thereafter. €25 Friday only
Schedule: Fri: 19h-21.30h Sat: 11h- 18h Sun: 10h-17h

The Wild Within will be led by MARK BOYLAN. 
He has been teaching Movement Medicine for 11 years 
and 5 Rhythms for 15 years.  Mark is Faculty of the 
School of Movement Medicine and  teaches on both 
the School’s apprenticeship programme and 
professional training. 

Booking: perme.breda@gmail.com
Event info: 
Movement Medicine Slovenija

http://en.sinarts.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/MovementMedicineSlovenija/

